Stem cell approaches for the treatment of renal failure.
The inadequacy of current treatment modalities and insufficiency of donor organs for cadaveric transplantation have driven a search for improved methods of dealing with renal failure. The rising concept of cell-based therapeutics has provided a framework around which new approaches are being generated, and its combination with advances in stem cell research stands to bring both fields to clinical fruition. This budding partnership is presently in its very early stages, but an examination of the cell-based therapies currently under development clearly shows the magnitude of the role that stem cells will ultimately play. The issue over reports of unexpected plasticity in adult stem cell differentiation remains a focus of debate, and evidence for bone marrow-derived stem cell contributions to renal repair has been challenged. The search for adult renal stem cells, which could have a considerable impact on much of the work discussed here, appears to be narrowing. The use of embryonic tissue in research continues to provide valuable insights but will be the subject of intense societal scrutiny and debate before it reaches the stage of clinical application. Embryonic stem (ES) cells, with their ability to generate all, or nearly all, of the cell types in the adult body and a possible source of cells genetically identical to the donor, hold great promise but face ethical and political hurdles for human use. Immunoisolation of heterologous cells by encapsulation creates opportunities for their safe use as a component of implanted or ex vivo devices.